Protect yourself from electrical shocks

You all know the stories about musicians who died from electrical shocks while playing electric guitar. The reason for this is that the strings are normally connected to ground for hum-cancelling reasons, especially on single coil guitars and a damage or malfunction of your amp can send a lethal electrical shock that will hit you while touching the strings. Here is how you can protect yourself from being grilled while playing.

The most simple solution is to disconnect your strings from ground by cutting the cable, eg. from underneath the bridge on a Tele. If your guitar is well shielded this can work. I suggest to try this first, if your guitar is silent, producing no noises or hum leave it the way it is and you are save. If this will not work and your guitar is humming, there is another cheap trick to make your guitar save while the strings are still connected to ground.

All you need is a 0.001uf (=1nF) cap with a minimum rating of 500 volts or higher and a 220k resistor. Wire both parts in parallel, solder a piece of wire at both ends (1mm² diameter or higher recommended) and wrap the hole thing with insulating tape to make it save from being shorted. Cut the wire that grounds the strings and insert the wrapped "fuse" between the both open ends like shown in the drawing.

If now a damage accures our new "fuse" will limit the shock to approx. 40 volts which is not dangerous for humans. You will feel the electrical shock, but it will not hurt you and it is a good indicator that there is something wrong with your amp.

Unplug your amp immediately by pulling the power cord. Don´t touch any parts of your amp and don´t try to turn it off by using the on/off switch !!!!!! Your amp needs professional maintenance now.

Available at the singlecoil-webshop (www.singlecoil.com/shop.html)
Technical backgrounds (from www.guitarnuts.com)

The most important thing for musicians, and especially guitarists, to understand is that "ground" isn't always ground!

While the negative side of the input jack on your amplifier is often called "ground" it actually may be at a lethal voltage when referenced to "earth" ground or to "ground" on another piece of equipment. Furthermore, even when your equipment is operating perfectly it can still carry a lethal charge when you are plugged into an improperly wired mains power source. Finally, even when your equipment is working perfectly and is plugged into a properly grounded mains outlet, you may be using other equipment that is not properly grounded – "ground" on that equipment may be at a lethal voltage referenced to ground on your equipment. In all three of the above scenarios your body may be the path of least resistance between one voltage level and another significantly different voltage level – whenever that happens you are an electrocution looking for a place to happen.

There are three shock scenarios the guitarist faces. These scenarios are not "theoretical," musicians have died!

1. **Failure of the guitarist's own amplifier places a lethal voltage on the "ground" side of the jack and thus on the strings.** This scenario is usually only encountered on early vintage equipment. Even then such failures are extremely rare but when they occur they can place hundreds of volts DC on the "ground" side of the jack and the failure may be difficult to detect until the shock knocks you on your backside. This failure is basically impossible with modern three-prong equipment plugged into a properly grounded three-prong mains outlet. Never use ground lift adaptors on power cords! The shock path is from the amplifier, through the guitar chord to the guitar bridge and strings, to the guitarist's fingers. From there the shock path either goes through the guitarist to the floor through his feet or through the guitarist to a grounded piece of equipment such as a microphone. Even the first path through the resistance of shoes and floor covering may sometimes be lethal because the voltage potential is so high. The second path is easily lethal because the path from the guitarist to earth ground has very little resistance to the flow of current.

2. **The guitarist's equipment is okay, but improper mains wiring places a lethal voltage (referenced to earth ground) on the "ground" side of the jack.** This voltage could be either AC or DC, depending on the design of the equipment. This occurs most often when the earth ground of the mains wiring is not connected and the "neutral" and "hot" sides of the outlet are reversed. This scenario is much more common than it should be – it seems far too many club owners have all their wiring and remodeling done by half-wit inlaws. Fortunately, this is also the easiest scenario to detect and prevent. Every gigging musician should have one of the simple three-prong testers that are sold for a few bucks in hardware stores and should use it every time they set up for a gig – even if they've played the venue a thousand times. The shock path is similar to that of scenario one, above. In this case the path through the feet (and the resistance of shoes and floor covering) can be painful but is less likely to be fatal because the voltages are lower than those of scenario one. However, the path through another piece of equipment can still easily be fatal.

3. **The guitarist's equipment may or may not be okay and plugged into good mains wiring, but in either case other equipment in use is plugged into improper mains wiring.** This results in a lethal potential on other equipment, such as microphones, when referenced to the guitarist's equipment. Again, this voltage could be either AC or DC, depending on the design of the equipment. This scenario is also much more common than it should be and for the same reasons
given in scenario two, above. This is a slightly more difficult scenario to detect in that you not only have to test the outlets you'll be using, you also have to bug the club manager to let you test the outlets powering the house equipment (PA, mixer, etc.). Here the shock path is from the improperly grounded equipment (PA, mixer, etc.) through gear the guitarist is using (maybe a microphone) then through the guitarist's body and either to earth ground through the guitarist's feet (when the guitarist is not touching the strings) or through the guitarist's hand to the strings and bridge then the guitar cord and finally the guitarist's grounded equipment. Again, the second path is far more likely to be lethal.

Keep in mind that any of the above scenarios can involve more than one musician. Two guitarists can shock each other if their amps are on different polarity mains circuits. A guitarist and lead singer can fry each other if either the guitarist's amp or the PA or mixer that the singer's microphone is attached to are on bad wiring.

I play mostly to my bedroom walls and occasionally in church so I had assumed that scenarios two and three, both representing shock hazards caused by faulty and illegal mains wiring, had all but been eliminated at least in the lawsuit-happy USA. A recent (1998) discussion on rec.music.makers.guitar reveals that I sadly underestimated the greed and carelessness of some club owners and the ignorance and/or desparation of some working musicians.

At least in the United States there is absolutely no reason for a musician to be shocked because of poor wiring at a venue. First, for a few bucks you can get an outlet checker at any hardware store. This is a three-prong plug with some LEDs that you simply plug into the outlet. When you set up for a gig check all the outlets with the checker. Also, insist on checking the outlet that the house PA is plugged in to if you are going to be using equipment through the house PA. Finally, and especially if unable to check the house PA outlet, fire up all the equipment and then gently touch your guitar strings against the microphone or other equipment – if you see an arc you have a potentially lethal situation. (Note, some worry that this might damage their guitar – such damage is very unlikely but even if it occurs it is less trouble than the damage to you that might occur otherwise.)

I suspect that most club management will be happy to fix their wiring if you politely explain the potential hazards to their customers, employees, and visiting musicians. I think most club managers are just ignorant of the real danger and see musicians as whiners worried about damage to their equipment. Explain the real hazard and the potential lawsuits and I think they'll come around. If not, find out who insures them. In some places they have to post that information publicly on the premises while in others it isn't posted but is available to the public at the office of the agency issuing their occupancy permits. Explain the situation to the insurer. If that doesn't work (extraordinarily unlikely!) a phone call to the proper authorities should bring quick action. If the local fire department doesn't do electrical inspections they'll know what agency does.

Okay, so all of the above remedies assume that you have the courage to insist on safe wiring in the venues you play. Let's assume for the moment that you're one of those people who is so desparate for a gig that you would rather risk death than the wrath of a club manager – how can you still protect yourself?

- Use a wireless system on your guitar. This will protect you completely from shock scenarios one and two and from the most lethal path of shock scenario three. The absolute safest way to go is with a wireless microphone and a wireless on your guitar.
- Disconnect the bridge ground wire on your guitar or use a small (about .02uf) capacitor shunted by a large (about 220k) resistor to isolate the bridge from the
rest of the ground. Note that this may **significantly** increase the amount of hum you experience. Also note that this is only a partial fix – the jack plate and some other exposed metal parts (including metal volume and tone knobs) of your guitar and amplifier will still be potentially lethal.

- Use only modern equipment with three-prong grounded plugs. **Never** use ground lift adaptors or switches on the power connection. **Never** use polarity switches.
- When practical plug all of your equipment into a single outlet at the venue by using a power strip or power conditioner. This way at least all of your equipment will be at the same potential and polarity though you still have to be very cautious about other equipment. Obviously, you can't do this if you've got a lot of high-power equipment. If you are gigging, a top-notch power conditioner is a good investment anyway because it can help prevent noise from lighting equipment and such from getting into your equipment through the power.
- Learn to be very conscious of the equipment around you and to avoid touching other musicians, microphones, etc. while touching your guitar strings or bridge. Again, you're still an electrocution looking for a place to happen.
- Wear rubber soled shoes. Again, you're still an electrocution looking for a place to happen.
- Test the outlets at each gig with a checker and finally test by holding your guitar strings against the microphone and anything else that you are likely to touch while performing (with all of the equipment powered up, of course). This doesn't fix the problem but at least you'll know when you need to get right with God before starting the first set.
- **Never use your body as a piece of test equipment.** During the discussion on rec.music.makers.guitar one sadly misinformed individual recommended touching the microphone with one hand while holding the guitar strings with the other (to avoid being surprised by a painful shock on the lips). After several of us recovered from the heart-attacks caused by just thinking about that we explained to this individual that what he was recommending was the most lethal shock scenario possible because the path for the current goes straight through the heart. It is current through the heart that kills. People have survived high voltage shocks that, for example, travelled from wrist to elbow and severely burnt the arm. I've personally taken 115V 400hz shots from fingers to elbow several times with nothing more serious than, "ouch, that hurts!" and a temporary numbness. I know a guy who took a very high voltage (in the thousands) shock through his head. The shock caused severe injuries and he spent months in treatment and reconstructive operations but he survived. Yet many have died from a relatively mild shock that left no marks but routed a few milliamps through the heart. One of the first things taught to new electronic technicians is the "one hand principle" – one hand should always be in your pocket when the other is inside "live" equipment.

If you ever have occasion to play an outdoor venue where power is supplied by portable generators it is **extremely** important that you check your power sources. In this case you should not only check the outlets with an outlet tester, you should also confirm that the generator is properly grounded via grounding rods, water pipes, etc. This is important regardless of whether the power is being supplied by a tiny "personal" generator or by a large diesel generator on a trailer. **Generators must be grounded!**

A while back a friend told me about an outdoor gig he played a few years ago. It had rained the night before and he was standing on wet grass. He kept getting shocked hard enough for it to be painful and he couldn't understand why because his outlet tester was showing everything to be fine. I asked and, sure enough, his equipment was being powered by a generator. I wasn't there but I can guarantee, sight unseen, that the generator was not grounded properly. Don't assume that the generator is properly grounded just because the venue is supplying it and they seem well organized. Quite often outdoor festivals are organized and staffed by well-meaning volunteers who know absolutely nothing about safely operating their rented generator.
Finally, note that the 0.33uf capacitor I use to isolate the shield ground from the signal ground in the "Quiet the Beast" modification on the wiring pages should **not** be relied upon to protect you from the AC shock of scenarios two and three!

I specified this capacitor solely to protect against the much rarer but less easy to detect DC shock of scenario one (scenarios two and three can be easily detected by any musician who cares to protect him or her self). Even with the capacitor, a high DC potential failure will give you a nasty "bite" while the capacitor charges – but the capacitor serves to limit the duration and severity of the shock.

In shock scenarios two and three the 0.33uf capacitor may reduce the severity of a shock to below lethal levels for most people but **don't** stake your life on it! You could replace this capacitor with a much smaller one (about .02uf) which would protect against both the AC and DC shock but you can expect the result to be noticeably noisier – and other parts such as the jack plate will still be at a lethal potential. The bottom line is that you should protect yourself by ensuring that the mains wiring at every venue you play is correct. It's incredibly simple to check the mains and, at least in the US, local government agencies will happily force venues to comply with wiring codes. There is simply no reason to risk your life unnecessarily by relying on marginally effective secondary protective devices.